








Footnotes
* Judge Richard M. Berman, United States District Judge for the Southern District of New York, sitting by designation.
1 Under Connecticut law, a plaintiff asserting malicious prosecution must prove that: “(1) the defendant initiated or procured

the institution of criminal proceedings against the plaintiff; (2) the criminal proceedings have terminated in favor of the
plaintiff; (3) the defendant acted without probable cause; and (4) the defendant acted with malice, primarily for a purpose
other than that of bringing an offender to justice.” Brooks v. Sweeney, 299 Conn. 196, 210-11, 9 A.3d 347 (2010). The
United States Supreme Court has never squarely held that a plaintiff may bring a suit under Section 1983 for malicious
prosecution based on an alleged violation of his Fourth Amendment rights. In Manuel v. City of Joliet, ––– U.S. ––––, 137
S.Ct. 911, 197 L.Ed.2d 312 (2017), the Supreme Court confirmed that plaintiffs can sustain Section 1983 suits under the
Fourth Amendment for deprivations of liberty suffered as a result of improper or maliciously instituted legal process. Id.
at 918 (“[T]hose objecting to a pretrial deprivation of liberty may invoke the Fourth Amendment when ... that deprivation
occurs after legal process commences.”). However, the Court's opinion in Manuel did not directly address the other
“elements of, and rules associated with, an action seeking damages for” an unlawful pretrial detention. Id. at 920. The
rule in the Second Circuit is that plaintiffs may bring what is in effect a state law suit for malicious prosecution in federal
court under Section 1983, so long as they are able to demonstrate a deprivation of liberty amounting to a seizure under
the Fourth Amendment. Singer v. Fulton Cty. Sheriff, 63 F.3d 110, 116 (2d Cir. 1995). Under our precedent, such a suit
is proper where: (1) the defendant is a state actor, and (2) the plaintiff who was subject to malicious prosecution was
also subject to arrest or seizure within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. See Manganiello v. City of New York,
612 F.3d 149, 160-61 (2d Cir. 2010).

2 Our opinion in Roberts v. Babkiewicz, 582 F.3d 418 (2d Cir. 2009), did not settle this issue. In Roberts, the district court
granted judgment on the pleadings to the defendants on the plaintiff's Section 1983 malicious prosecution claim. Id. at
419-20. The district court held that the plaintiff had not demonstrated that the dismissal of criminal charges against him by
nolle prosequi constituted a “favorable termination” as a matter of state substantive law, because the charges had been
nolled as part of a plea agreement. Id. at 420. We remanded the case to the district court for further proceedings, on the
basis that the facts in the complaint, construed in the light most favorable to the plaintiff, did not necessarily demonstrate
that the nolle was entered in exchange for a plea to a lesser charge. Id. at 421-22. However, our opinion in Roberts
only dealt with the merits of the plaintiff's underlying state law claim. It did not address the question of whether a nolle
constitutes a favorable termination under federal common law.



3 We are aware that the District of Connecticut has held in several instances that a nolle is not sufficient to constitute
favorable termination, and that a plaintiff must obtain either an unqualified dismissal or an acquittal of charges in order
to pursue a malicious prosecution claim under Section 1983. See Simpson v. Denardo, No. 3:02CV1471(MRK), 2004
WL 1737444, at *10 (D. Conn. July 29, 2004) (“A nolle prosequi does not qualify as a favorable termination for purposes
of a malicious prosecution claim.”); Bacchiocchi v. Chapman, No. 03:02CV1403, 2004 WL 202142, at *4-5 (D. Conn.
Jan. 26, 2004). These holdings were based on the Second Circuit's decision in Roesch v. Otarola, 980 F.2d 850, 853
(2d Cir. 1992), which stated that “[a] person who thinks there is not even probable cause to believe he committed the
crime with which he is charged must pursue the criminal case to an acquittal or an unqualified dismissal, or else waive his
section 1983 claim.” In Roesch, the prosecution against the plaintiff was not terminated by a nolle prosequi, but rather by
participation in a pre-trial rehabilitation program. Id. at 851. To the extent that district courts have read Roesch to imply
that a nolle does not constitute a favorable termination, this reading is mistaken.
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